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Field of the invention

The field of this invention is in the area of Internet services, mobile communications, and proxies.

Background of the Invention

Currently, the web offers a wealth of personal services. You can store your email on the web, get
subscription news articles, manage your bank account, buy and sell stocks, and update a calendar. But with
this embarrassment of riches come attendant problems. You become impatient with the time it takes to
login to each site and check its information; you grow frustrated with the difficult of navigating web sites
through mobile devices; you worry that you can’t keep track of all of these varied sites and their user
interfaces.

Ideally the web would provide you a way of consolidating all of your "personal accounts in one place. You
could check all of your personal information with a single page view, you could access your information
from any place using any device, and you would always know exactly what accounts you have. The present
invention describes how to fulfill these needs.

Summary of the Invention

A user visits the web site offering the web summarization service. For each account the user has, the user

gives the username and password. The site records this information in a database. It then periodically issues
a request to a gatherer. The gatherer acts like a browser (i.e. it is a HTTP User—Agent) and fetches pages
from the web, logging in using information that the user has provided. It parses the page and looks for the
summary information that the user is interested in. The gatherer knows how to login to each site and how to
fetch the important information by using site-specific scripts. After scanning the page, the gatherer then
stores that infonnation in a canonical format in the database. Then when the user requests the information_
about that account, the information is retrieved from the database and rendered as HTML.

What follows is a detailed description of each of the major features of the invention.

1. Gatherer agents log in to sites on the user’s behalf.

A gatherer gets a request to update the information for a given user and site. The gatherer understands the
login procedure used by each particular site, namely what the field name is for the password, whether or
not the site requires that a cookie be set by first visiting the site’s front page, etc. The gatherer then submits
an HTTP request (or POP3 request, or other network I/O) and gets the response from the server. The
request might be a simple POST with the right information, an HTTP challenge/response conversation, or
some more complex protocol.

2. Gatherers scan the page for the information to summarize.

Typically, the user specifies what kind of information they would like to see from each site. For example,
they would like to see email messages from Hotmail, headlines from the NY Times, and the status of their
order at Amazon. Let’s say the user wants to see the status of their Amazon order. Then the gatherer parses
the page and looks for just the items that the user is interested in, namely the order number, the shipping
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date, and the order status. It doesn’t try to keep the whole page, only these three text items. It knows where
to find these items because Amazon uses a consistent structure in how information is laid out on their

HTML pages, and the gatherer knows (for each site), how to look through that structure. Once it parses the "
document and finds the information, the gatherer stores that information to the database. =

3. Site-specific scripts store summarizatjon logic.

How does the gatherer know about how Amazon and Priceline and Ebay store their information? We store
this knowledge in site—specific scripts. Each script contains the logic of how to navigate through the page
and by what attributes the text of the page should be stored. Here’s an example of a summarization script
for Amazon:

# Site amazon.orders.X — shows status of orders from Amazon

login( 7 );

get( "/exec/obidoS/order—liSt/" );

my @tables = get_tables_containing_text( "Orders: " ) ;

my $order__1ist = new Yodleez :ObjectHolder( ‘orders' );
$order__1ist~>source[ 'amazon‘ );
$order_1ist—>link_info( get_1ink_info() );

my @href_list;
my @container__list;

foreach my Stable ( Qtables ) {
my @rows = get__table_rows();

foreach my $i ( O .. $#rows ) {
select_row( $i );
my $text = get_text( $rows[ $i ] );
next if $text =~ /Orders: |Sta.tus/;

my @items = get_row_items();
next unless @items_>= 4,-

my( $order_num, $dat:e, $status );
se1ect_cell( 1 );
$order_num = get__cell_text() ;

my $href‘= get__url_of_first_href( get_cell() );

select_ce11( 2 );
$c1at:e = get_cel1__text();
select_cell( 3 );
Sstatus = get_ce1l‘text();

next unless defined $order__num and defined $date and defined
$status;

my $order = new Yodlee::Container(— 'orders‘ );
$order—>order_number( $order_num );
$order—>date( $'date );
$order—>status( sstatus );

$order__1ist:—>push_object( Sorder );

if( defined $href ) {
pushl @href_list, $href );
push( @container_list, Sorder );
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}

# Instead of just showing order number, we'd like to show the
# name of what was ordered. We visit the order status page for each
# order to get this information.

foreach my $1 ( o .. $#href_1ist ) (
# Note: we're relying on these being not directory relative links
get( $href_1ist[ Si ] );

@tab1es = getitables_containing_text( "Items Orderedz“ );

foreach my $table ( @tab1es ) {
my @rows = get__table_rows();

foreach my $j ( O .. $#rows ) {
select:_row( $j );

my $href = get_ur1_of_’first:__href( get_row() );

next unless defined Shref;

my @child_1ist = get_children( get-._row(), 'a'
next unless defined $child_list[ O 1;

my $text: = get_text:( $child_1ist[ O ] );

$cont:ainer_list[ $i ]—>description( $t:ext );

}

resu1t( $order_list );

The script does this: It logs in on the user’s behalf. Then it visits the order status page. Then it looks for a
table titled ‘Orders’. This table contains order status information. The gatherer looks at each row with at
least four items. It gets the URL of the page with detailed information about the order and gets the status
and order number. It then visits each page in succession and gets the detailed name of the item ordered.

This script serves as a typical example of the scanning and summarization logic common to most sites.

4. HTML renderer presents summary with auto login links.

We store the scanned information in a canonical format in the database. For example, a mail message is
always stored as an array of four elements, representing the sender, recipient, subject, and date. The HTML
renderer simply gets the information and formats it so that it appears within an HTML page, a very simple
procedure.

One other feature is that most of the summarization data links back to the original site from which the
information came. With one click, the user can select their Hotmail message and be automatically logged in
to their Hotmail account without having to enter their password information for Hotmail. This is
accomplished by including the form used by the site in the page. When the user clicks, Javascript code
within the page auto—submits the form, taking the browser to a new page. The new page will be the
destination site, not the summarization site itself. Alternatively, the page may submit it to the summarize)"
site that does some server side processing and then presents a page that auto-logs in the user without user
intervention. The Javascript code could also bypass any prompts for HTTP authentication.

5. Any renderer for summarization data may be used.
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We expect that most users will access their summarized information through a web page. Still, many users
may want to access their information in other ways. The renderer can also present the information in a
number of different formats. Examples include XML, plain text, VoxML, I-IDML, audio, video, and the
like.

6. Summarized information may be accessed from any device.

Let’s say you want your Palm Pilot to get your summary page. This invention affords the ability to hot—sync
your mobile device to your summarization page. The ability to access your page is not limited to the
following examples:

Cellular phones
Palm—sized devices

WebTV clients / Video game consoles
Regular telephones (via VoxML, Motorola’s voice markup language)
Programmatically: Any application may access summarized contents as XML documents through
}flVlL—RPC, DCOM, CORBA, RMI, or other forms of RFC

7. Client-side plug-ins may assist auto-login

For summarization, we never need a client side plugin. For the auto—login feature, almost every side may be
done using Javascript. Some sites, however, make it impossible to get all the way through the login
procedure with one or even two submissions. For these sites, we provide a plugin extension to the browser
(or potentially a standalone browser with this feature), that knows you are trying to auto—login to the site
and assists the browser in bypassing the forms to reach the final destination page.

8. Client software may summarize without trusting our server.

Some users may not want to give us passwords to sensitive sites, such as their bank accounts and stock
portfolios. In these cases, we provide them a program that does suminarization completely on the client
machine, without having to store the passwords on our server. The only item the client software needs is
the summarization scripts from our server (even these could be included with the software.)

The way this works: we write summarization scripts in Java. The client software regularly schedules an
update for the page, and uses a browser control to fetch the pages and parse them appropriately. The client
software gets the summarization logic from the summarization server. The client software stores the users
passwords only on the user’s local machine, encrypted and stored in a secure area.

9. Proxies can assist auto-login.

Let’s say you’re an ISP and you proxy user’s connections. Then you can deploy this service and have auto-
login to all other sites (including problematic sites),.by extending the proxy with a plugin or using a drop~in
replacement for the proxy. The extended proxy wouldautomatically do additional form submissions and
the like on behalf of the user, without any user intervention, when it knows you’re trying to auto-login.

10. Caches may use summarization to present dynamic pages from the cache efficiently.

Network caches work well for static pages, less well for dynamic pages. Without knowing all of the
account information for the user, the cache cannot store a wholly rendered page for that user. This means a
user must go to the original site where the information is stored and retrieve the information. But using our
summarization technology, a dynamic cache can store the user’s account information and a template for
dynamically generated pages. When a request comes in for this kind of dynamic page, the caching server
can immediately satisfy the request, leading to much better response time for the user.

1-1. Persistent search results made available for every site.
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Using the same techniques used for user account surnmarization, we can build systems that show you the
results of a search the user does every day. For example, if a user is searching Apartments.com for places
under $1000, then we can issue that search three times a day for them and show them the immediate results
when they visit their summarized page.

12. Auto-registration using common profile information.

By simply changing scripts, we can have gatherers also auto-submit registration forms on behalf of users.
This uses the same HTTP request logic employed to issue searches. Thus once a user has entered
registration information, they never need enter it again. Instead, we store that registration information in the
database and re—use it when they say they would like to register for a new account in some place.

13. On-demand update provided by summarization site.

Not only can the user see the summarized information for each site they have, they can also request an
immediate update of that site's information. We then indicate to the user that that information is being
updated and then issue a request to a set of stand-by gatherers that immediately handle the request for an
update. Once the information is retrieved, the page is updated to show the newest information.

14. Changing registration information made simple.

Using the same scripting system employed for auto-summarization and auto—registration, the changing of
user information may be automated as well. For example, if a user changes their address they need only
change it on our site and then say change it on all sites. Our agents go out and do the appropriate actions on
each site.

15. Implementation notes.

In this section, we mention several details of a typical implementation.

Summarization applies to both the Internet and intranet networks.
The underlying parsing engine used by gatherers may be any parser or parsing engine. We can using
IE3 HTML parser, a Perl parsing engine, an XML parser, a regular expression scanning engine, an
SGML parser, a hand~built parser, or any combination of the like. .
The system of gatherers and web sites is a scalable implementation of distributed machines. The
servers may run on a single, powerful machine, single process or mult.i—process, or any number of
variations on scalable server architectures.

The system is language independent.

Abstract of the Invention

A user visits the web site offering the web sumrnarization service. For each account the user has, the user
gives the username and password. The site records this information in a database. It then periodically issues
a request to a gatherer. The gatherer acts like a browser (i.e. it is a HTTP User—Agent) and fetches pages
from the web, logging in using information that the user has provided. It parses the page and looks for the
summary information that the user is interested in. The gatherer knows how to login to each site and how to
fetch the important information by using site—speciflc scripts. After scanning the page, the gatherer then
stores that information in a canonical format in the database. Then when the user requests the information
about that account, the information is retrieved from the database and rendered as HTML.
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